SUBJECT COMBINATION AND ALLOTMENT OF STREAM FOR CLASS XI

Dated:13TH April,2018

Dear Parent,

Your ward is now approaching a crucial point of her academic pursuit with the end of her
secondary level study of Class X. The process of planning and conduct of +2 study programme is
an arduous effort of both the School and Student, the planning for which has to be both
meticulous and systematic in the best interests of the child.
Kindly discuss the subject options offered, stream wise, with your ward and take a conscious
decision to choose the stream. You are also requested to choose your subject option from the
subject list mentioned against Subject Option indicating the order of preference and return it on
the same day.
SUBJECT COMBINATION AS OFFERED BY THE SCHOOL
SCIENCE
(80% and Above )
1. ENGLISH
2. PHYSICS
3. CHEMISTRY
4. MATHS/ HOME SC/ P.ED
5. BIO/ECO/COMP.SC/ P.ED
ANY ONE SUBJECT FROM
OPTION 4 AND 5

COMMERCE
(70% and above with Maths
(60% and above without Math)
1. ENGLISH
2.ACCOUNTANCY
3.BUSINESS STUDIES
4.ECO / P.ED/ COMM ART
5.MATHS/HINDI/I.P
ANY ONE SUBJECT FROM
OPTION 4 AND 5

HUMANITIES
(50% and above with Maths)
(33% and above without Maths)
1.ENGLISH
2. HISTORY
3. POL SC.
4. ECO/ P.ED/ COMM ART/HOME.SCI
5. MATHS/ HINDI/ I.P
ANY ONE SUBJECT FROM
OPTION 4 AND 5

The decision of the Principal will be final in all matters pertaining to the above selection and
choices. The allocation of streams stays under ‘Provisional’ status pending the final Board
Examination Result of Class X. However, In case you intend to withdraw your ward from the
School after Class X. Kindly do inform the School in writing (Format enclosed as Annexure ‘A’) at
the earliest so that seat vacancy options for Class XI can be decided by the School.
Stream allocation once done by the school authorities on declaration of result cannot be changed
in any case. Percentage criteria will be strictly followed while allocating stream to your ward as
informed earlier. No requests shall be entertained in any case if your ward doesn’t qualify for the
above percentage criteria for stream selection.
Regards

Principal

